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Computer Modeling’s location
in a ‘typical’ medical device company
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• One person or a small team
• May be supported by consultants/contractors
• Uses commercial codes, often several
• Has 3 month to 3 year model development cycle
followed by a support phase (support Regulatory,
support Production)

Current modeling uses
Emerging modeling uses
• Business decisions (product pipeline
• Evidence in regulatory submissions
planning)
• Reimbursement evidence development
• Design development and down selection
• Simulation as a medical device (mobile
• Pre-clinical and clinical planning
apps, web)
• Worst case identification for physical testing
• Field failure root-cause analysis
• Marketing materials
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TPLC use of CM&S evidence
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Source: “Regulatory Science in FDA's Center for Devices and Radiological Health: A Vital
Framework for Protecting and Promoting Public Health”
http://www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/CentersOffices/OfficeofMedicalProductsandTobacco/CDRH/CDRHReports/ucm274152.htm
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ROOT CAUSE
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Adapted from V. Krauthamer, FDA

MDIC CM&S Project
Human

Vision
Quick and Predictable
access for Patients to Innovative technologies
enabled by
Computation Modeling and Simulation
Evidence of safety and performance

Computer
Animal
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Future of Evidence

Remove Barriers*
Barriers to increasing the use of CM&S
Expertise
Scientific maturity
Regulatory expectation uncertainty
Cost
ROI plan

Opportunity*
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42%
32%

Ways to remove barriers:
•
•
•
75% •

Mock submission
Tool creation and qualification (MDDT)
White papers
Community of practice

34%
22%

Where is CM&S used today in the total product lifecycle?

*Data adapted from MDIC Executives and Fellows meeting survey, May 2014

Create a community of practice
• Focus modeling and simulation as regulatory grade
evidence
• Communicate in common terms
• Find areas for early success
• Remove barriers of engagement
• Identify validation needs to demonstrate model credibility
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A community of practice that borrows
principles from FIRST ROBOTICS
Gracious Professionalism
• It's a way of doing things that encourages high-quality work, emphasizes the
value of others, and respects individuals and the community.
• With Gracious Professionalism, fierce competition and mutual gain are not
separate notions. Gracious professionals learn and compete like crazy, but
treat one another with respect and kindness in the process. They avoid
treating anyone like losers. No chest thumping tough talk, but no sticky-sweet
platitudes either. Knowledge, competition, and empathy are comfortably
blended.
Coopertition

• Coopertition is displaying unqualified kindness and respect in the face of
fierce competition. Coopertition is founded on the concept and a philosophy
that teams can and should help and cooperate with each other even as they
compete.
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Aspects of the community
• Creates and uses best practices
• Desires means and tools to help identify when the model is ‘credible
enough’ for a context of use
• Embraces commercial codes
• Often relies upon HPC resources, increasing this is cloud based
• Has a strong presence in the ASME V&V community
• Must balance the theory of V&V with the practical application of V&V
• Motivated by quality, time, and resource sensitive (human lives
depend on access to devices)
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A challenge problem that pays
meaningful dividends
• Challenge problem based on physics of interest for
medical device companies working with tube, catheter,
arterial flow
• Opportunity for V&V dialog with a diversity of participants
and code bases
• Begins development of a test suite for automated
deployment on cloud HPC resources for hardware ‘as run’
reporting
• Good learning opportunity for building a next challenge
problem, Womersley flow: Poiseuille flow assumption
applies to oscillating flow in a pipe
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Notes on pipe flow
verification test problem
Researchers would like to
use a computational model to
simulate blood flow in human
representative arteries as
well as tubing and catheters.
As part of the verification
activities, the code
verification, a benchmark
solution for fully developed
laminar incompressible flow
of a Newtonian fluid in a
circular pipe will be used.
Problem details are
described below.
ASME VV20 methodology will
be used for the verification
activities.
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Geometry and Boundary
Conditions
• Cylindrical Pipe with
diameter 3mm and length
4cm.
• Applied Fully Developed
velocity profile at inlet.
• Inlet Flow rate is 3.75 cm3/s.
• Outlet pressure is 93 mmHg
(12398.98 Pa)
• Fluid properties used
−Density 1.06 g/cm3
−Viscosity 0.035 dyn s/cm2
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L = 4cm

Outlet

Inlet

L=
4cm

Computational domain, fluid properties & boundary conditions
(long pipe model)
Full 3-D Geometry Pipe Model w/ Upstream Extension”
D = 3 mm (diameter of pipe)
L1 = 11 cm (length of upstream pipe section)
L2 = 4 cm (length of downstream pipe section)

P  93 mmHg

4 cm

outlet

wall
11 cm

  0.035 dyn  s / cm2 (dynamic viscosity of fluid)
  1.06 g / cm3 (density of fluid)

inlet

Re =

  uavg  D 4    Q
=
 482

  D

Q  3.75 cm3 / s
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Participant and Organizers
Participants
• Siva Balasubramanian, BD
• Christopher Basciano, BD
• Kristian Debus, CD-adapco
• Patrick Downie, BD
• Gavin D'Souza, University of
Cincinnati
• Pedro Freitas, blueCAPE Lda
• Mark Goodin, SimuTech Group
• Ismail Guler, Boston Scientific
• Marc Horner, ANSYS
• Nelson Marques, blueCAPE Lda
• Sampat Nidadavolu, CD-adapco
• Tiziano Passerini, Siemens
• Bruno Santos, blueCAPE Lda
• Travis Schauer, Boston Scientific
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Codes: ANSYS Fluent, ANSYS CFX CD-adapco
STAR-CCM+, Comsol, OpenFOAM via blueCAPE,
User created based on LifeV

Organizers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Siva Balasubramanian, BD
Rupak Banerjee, University of Cincinnati
Christopher Basciano, BD
Jeff Bodner, Medtronic
Ricky Chow, Lake Region Medical
Carlos Corrales, Baxter
Kristian Debus, CD-adapco
Patrick Downie, BD
Gavin D'Souza, University of Cincinnati
Pedro Freitas, blueCAPE Lda
Mark Goodin, SimuTech Group
Kerim Genc, SimpleWare
Ismail Guler, Boston Scientific
Prasanna.Hariharan, FDA
Marc Horner, ANSYS
Nelson Marques, blueCAPE Lda
Sampat Nidadavolu, CD-adapco
Tiziano Passerini, Siemens
Todd Pietila, Materialise
Tim Rossman, Mayo Clinic
Bruno Santos, blueCAPE Lda
Travis Schauer, Boston Scientific
Christine Scotti, WL Gore
Srinivasan Varahoor, Medtronic
Thanks also to Chris Roy and Urmila Ghia for
feedback on the challenge problem statement

A few observations made by
participants
• Becoming conversational in the code verification terms enabled
conversation and understanding
• Geometry conversion induces changes (small?) in the geometry
• The flow rate from a prescribed velocity input profile varies depending
on the mesh resolution, this can dominate the results
• Understanding a code’s native units conversions factors can be
important
• When starting a study, how should the initial mesh density be set
• Should the mesh reflect the end us mesh (boundary layer elements)
or should is be as truly uniform as possible in order to conduct the
best code verification
• What are ‘good enough’ results
• The results can be dominated by post processing choices or mesh
construction decisions
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A few observations made by
me
• Becoming versed in the code verification terms enabled
conversation and understanding
• There is a balance between how much of a challenge
problem is prescribed and how much choice is allowed
• I was overwhelmed by the level of engagement and
participation!
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